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Abstract

The positron spectrum from n + * e+ve decay has been examined for

evidence of peaks arising from an admixture in the ve weak elgenstate

of massive neutrinos. Limits on the intensity of such peaks, together

with the measured n + ev branching ratio, have been used to derive con-

straints on the neutrino mixing parameters over the range 4 MeV < m(v)

< 120 MeV.

(submitted to Physical Review Letters)
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In the standard S U ( 2 ) L * U(l) gauge theory of electroweak interac-

tions the neutrinos are massless. However, massive neutrinos may occur

In extensions of this framework,' with the neutrino mass eigenstates Vj

distinct from the weak eigenstates vfl (a » e, u, T, . . . ) • These states

are related through the unitary transformation

where Uaf can be assumed to 'be nearly diagonal.

The effects of such mixings on the decay of pseudoscalar mesons has

been investigated by Shrock.2 In this scheme, w •» e+v decay must be con-

sidered as an Incoherent sum of decay nodes

»+ * e+vj , (1)

where the decay rate is given by the product of |Ueil
2 and a factor

depending on m(v 1). This leads to peaks in Che w • e decay spectrum

whose energy is determined by m(Vj). Although the decay rate Is helic-

Ity suppressed by a factor of "-101* for raassless neutrinos, this suppres-

sion is not effective for massive neutrinos. The n + e decay Is therefore

an experimentally favoured reaction with which to search for subsidiary

peaks due to heavy neutrinos. We have searched a large sample of i • e

ev
uv

it + gv
decay data, taken to measure the branching ratio, for evidence of

such peaks.

The measurement was carried out at the TP.IUMF cyclotron In Vancouver,

Canada. Positive pions of 77 MeV/c were degraded and stopped In a scin-

tlllator target. Positrons from it+ •> e+w decay and from the *+ • u+«p,

U+ + e^pVg decay chain were detected in a 46 cm $ x 51 cm Nal(Tt) crystal

preceded by a three-element sclntlllator telescope. The resolution of the

crystal for 70 MeV/c electrons was measured to be 3.5Z FWHM. In the ex-

periment the positron energy and decay tine relative to the pion stop were
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recorded together with plleup and energy loss information. A more

detailed description of the experiment nay be found In Ref. 3.

The analysis was performed on the positron energy spectrum recorded

2-22 n» after the plon stop ID order to minimize the uncertainties aris-

ing from muon decay positrons. The shape of the smon decay spectrum was

determined using positrons occurring 85-160 ns after the pion stop.

The it * ev decay spectrum shown In Fig. l(a) was obtained after subtrac-

tion of the ii + ewv shape. The expected * • ev shape for mv - 0 was

determined by a Monte Carle calculation using the measured detector

response function and Including the effects of Bhabha scattering, Landau

straggling, and Internal bremsstrahlung photons emitted In the direction

of the decay positrons. Figure l(b) shows the residuals left after

subtraction of the w • ev and v * evv shapes.

The peak-finding algorithm was chosen to facilitate the calculation

of the probability for finding peaks in the data. It was adapted from a

Fourier transform technique used in the analysis of nuclear Y-ray

spectra.5 Components of frequency higher than the detector resolution

function were removed from the spectrum. The smoothed spectrum Fig. l(c)

was then searched for local maxima, and all peaks for which the relative

error In the area was leas than 50Z were recorded. Nearby Inflection

points caused a peak to be treated as an unresolved multlnlet.

Of interest are Pe(A,E), the probability of finding a real peak of

area A and energy E In the data, and Fg(A,E,AE), the probability of

finding a spurious peak of area A in an energy region E ± HE. Pe

determines the confidence limits where no peaks are found, while Pfl Is

used to test the significance of any peaks found. These probabilities
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were obtained from our data in the following manner: First a spectrum was

generated consisting of a * + ev peak and Isolated additional peaks (an

analytic approxinatlon to the peak shape was used). This spectrum was

randomized using statistics comparable to the experimental data, the

i + ev and v * evv peaks were fitted, and then the peak-searching algo-

rithm was applied to the residuals• The lover limit of the area of a

peak that would be detected with 90Z confidence is given by Pe (A90,E) -

0.9; It was obtained fron 100 trials of this procedure at each energy.

The spurious peak distribution P8(A,E,AE) is similarly determined from

randomized spectra including only the ir + ev peak. Limits on the yield

(2)

T(w + (iw) A(* • ev) T(n + uv)

are shown In Fig. 2.

The largest peak found in the data corresponded to a positron energy

of 40 MeV and an intensity of 0.066 ± 0.020 of the 1 + ev peak. An

examination of the spurious peak probability Ps showed that such peaks

occurred In about 50Z of the randomised spectra. He conclude that there

is no evidence of a statistically significant peak in our data. Moreover,

the upper limit for the intensity of the 40 MeV peak (at 90Z confidence)

is very nearly equal to the Pe limit.

It is interesting to apply these limits to a 3-generatlon world with

m(Vj) - m(v2) - 0, m(v3) > 0, although the results can also be Interpreted

more generally. Shrock2 has obtained the following expression for the

branching ratio to heavy neutrinos from the spectral tests:

where
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p e(
63) " •—:; » C*;

« ( i « ) 2

Shrock has also discussed the manner In which the branching ratio

r(ir * ev) + r(ir * evy)
Kjl m — ~ " • • • • — — — — • ^ ^

r(n + iiv) + r(*

may be used to constrain possible mixing parameter values.2 This must

be Interpreted differently from the n e 3 constraint [Eq.(3)] because

the violation could arise from causes other than massive neutrinos. In

general Rn depends on both |u e 3[
2 and |UM3|

2- The result using Kef. 3 is

R, - Rx/Rjr " 0.989 ± 0.018 at 90% confidence, where Rg is the theo-

retical branching ratio assuming no mixing. In the range 0 < m(u3) <

33 MeV we have

- 1 + [Ue3|
2 (pe(63) - l)

* " 1 + K3\
2 (Pp(«3> - 0 '

Using the data of Abela £££!•"* on " • liv to constrain |UM3|
2 we find

that the denominator does not vary from 1 by 0(10~5) over the range 4 MeV

< o(v3) < 30 MeV, giving |Ue3|
2 < 0.01/(pe(«3) - l).

In the range 35 HeV < m(v3) < 55 MeV the if + uv3 decay is kinemati-

cally forbidden, while the n + ev3 electrons lie above the M • evu edge

Hei.:,

and, since Pe(«3) > 1, the limits |uu3|
2 < 0.01 and |Ue3|

2 <

O.Ol/(pe(63) - l) are obtained. This imposes a stronger limit than the

spectral test in the region where two peaks are not well resolved. The

upper bounds on n e 3 and |ue3|
2 are presented in Table I and Fig. 2.
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Finally in the range m(v3) > 55 MeV we have

i _ lir I 2

The spectral test then constrains |Ue31
2» and "e find |uM3|

2 < 0.01. This

Is the only limit on |Uy3|
2 in the 30-70 MeV range. A strong limit on

|UU3|
2 < ~1O~3-1O~6 in the 70-310 MeV range has been obtained recently by

Hayano et al.6 from a It* • li+v decay measurement. Thus the R^ constraint

Implies |ue3|
2 < 0.01 in this range. Shrock2 has estimated a limit of

|Ue3|
2 ~ 10"5 for the range 80-160 MeV from existing K decay data.

Finally we note the limit m(v3) < 250 MeV obtained directly from T decay.
7

Cosmological arguments have been used to establish a limit of 30 eV

for the mass of stable neutrinos.8 However, In the class of theories

that we are considering the heavy neutrino is not stable, so that those

limits do not apply directly.9

Predictions for neutrino masses and mixings arise, for example, in

horizontal10 and left-right symmetric gauge models.11 An estimate of the

T-neutrlno mass In these models is given by m V T = a^/mR, where mR Is a

right-handed Majorana neutrino aass. The bound OR > 300 CeV obtained

from charged and neutral current phenomena corresponds to mVT < 18 MeV."

The mixings are estimated to be of order |Uea!2 = me/mT » 3X10"
1* and

IUU312 = Du/mT ~ 6xlO~2, In analogy with Cabibbo mixing in the quark

sector. These limits fall within the region excluded by our measurement.

We wish to thank Dr. J. Ng for his encouragement and helpful discus-

sions. Dr. B.C. Robertson participated in the data-taking phase of this

work. The experiment was funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering

Research Council of Canada.
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Table I. Bounds on the yield and mixing parameters of massive

neutrinos In • * e» decay-

ing) nel |Ueil2xlO6 |Ueil2xl°6

MeV (spectral test) (branching ratio)

4

6

10

15

20

25

29

35

43

48

54

63

71

78

84

90

96

101

106

111

116

120

-

-

-

-

-

0.35

0.055

0.019

0.013

0.010

0.024

0.10

0.11

0.10

0.11

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.07

-

-

-

-

-

120

13

3.2

1.9

1.2

2.5

9.7

9.7

9.3

10.0

9.1

10

11

12

13

19

163

73

27

12

6.8

4.5

3.4

2.4

1.7

1.5

1.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Figure captions

1. Spectrum of electrons from plon decay, (a) Spectrum after subtraction

of u-decay electrons; (b) spectrum of residuals after subtraction of

the calculated line shape; (c) residuals after application of the

Fourier smoothing algorithm*

2. Limits (at 90Z c.l.) for the yield of a pion decay branch to a

neutrino of mass m(v3), and on the mixing parameter of the electron

weak eigenstate with the neutrino. Curve (a) Limit obtained from

search for moi>oenergetic peaks. Curve (b) Limit obtained from n + ev

branching ratio.
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